Exhibit 4

Set forth below are proposed changes to the rule text, with additions represented by *underscoring* and deletions represented by [bracketing].

Cboe Futures Exchange, LLC Rules

* * * * *

414. Exchange of Contract for Related Position

(a) – (d) No change.

(e) The timing of an Exchange of Contract for Related Position transaction must satisfy all of the following three requirements:

(i) The agreement to an Exchange of Contract for Related Position transaction may only occur during the Trading Hours, or a queuing period not in connection with a trading halt, for the Contract that comprises the Contract leg of the transaction, when that Contract is not halted or suspended (“Permissible Agreement Period”). For purposes of this Rule 414:

   (A) Trading Hours or a queuing period for a TAS Exchange of Contract for Related Position transaction that is permitted by the rules governing the applicable Contract shall be deemed to include the time periods during which TAS transactions may be executed or TAS Orders may be entered in that Contract (and not any other time periods).

   (B) Agreement to an Exchange of Contract for Related Position transaction includes, without limitation, agreement to the quantity and actual price or premium of the Contract leg of the transaction (except in the case of a TAS Exchange of Contract for Related Position transaction that is permitted by the rules governing the applicable Contract, in which case agreement to the transaction includes, without limitation, agreement upon the quantity of the Contract leg of the transaction and whether the price or premium of the Contract leg of the transaction will be the daily settlement price or an agreed upon differential above or below the daily settlement price).

(ii) Unless otherwise specified in the rules governing the relevant Contract, an Exchange of Contract for Related Position transaction must be fully reported to the Exchange without delay and by no later than thirty minutes after the transaction is agreed upon (“Reporting Deadline”). The Reporting Deadline is measured from the time the transaction is agreed upon to the time that the full report of the transaction is received by the CFE System matching engine.

(iii) An Exchange of Contract for Related Position transaction must be
fully reported to the Exchange during the Trading Hours, or a queuing period, for the Contract that comprises the Contract leg of the transaction, when that Contract is not suspended (“Permissible Reporting Period”).

Accordingly, in order to satisfy the requirements of this paragraph (e), the time periods in which an Exchange of Contract for Related Position transaction may occur are limited to those time periods in which:

(i) the transaction is agreed to within a Permissible Agreement Period; and

(ii) the transaction is able to be fully reported to the Exchange within a Permissible Reporting Period by no later than the Reporting Deadline.

Exchange of Contract for Related Position transactions in an expiring Contract on the last trading day for that Contract may not be agreed to or reported to the Exchange after the termination of Trading Hours in the expiring Contract on that trading day.

As an example of the application of the thirty minute Reporting Deadline and the Permissible Reporting Period: An Exchange of Contract for Related Position transaction involving a VX future (other than an expiring VX future on its last trading day) that is agreed upon after 3:30 p.m. and before 4:00 p.m. Monday – Friday (during the extended trading hours for VX futures that end at 4:00 p.m.) must be fully reported to the Exchange by 4:00 p.m. of the calendar day of the transaction, even though this provides less than thirty minutes to fully report the transaction. All times referenced in this example are Chicago time.

(f) – (h) No change.

(i) Each Trading Privilege Holder executing an Exchange of Contract for Related Position transaction must have at least one designated individual that is [either a Trading Privilege Holder or a Related Party of a Trading Privilege Holder and is] pre-authorized by a Clearing Member to report Exchange of Contract for Related Position transactions on behalf of the Trading Privilege Holder (“Authorized Reporter”). To the extent required by Applicable Law, an Authorized Reporter must be registered or otherwise permitted by the appropriate regulatory body or bodies to act in the capacity of an Authorized Reporter and to conduct related activities. Only an Authorized Reporter of a Trading Privilege Holder will be allowed to report an Exchange of Contract for Related Position transaction on behalf of that Trading Privilege Holder. A Clearing Member that authorizes an Authorized Reporter to report Exchange of Contract for Related Position transactions on behalf of a Trading Privilege Holder accepts responsibility for all such transactions reported to the Exchange by that Authorized Reporter on behalf of the Trading Privilege Holder. Any designation of an Authorized Reporter or revocation of a previous designation of an Authorized Reporter, including any termination of the guarantee provided for in the preceding sentence, must be made in a form and manner prescribed by the Exchange and shall become effective as soon as the Exchange is able to process the designation or revocation. If a Clearing Member authorizes an Authorized Reporter to report Exchange of Contract for Related Position transactions on behalf of a
Trading Privilege Holder, the Clearing Member must also authorize the Authorized Reporter to report Block Trades on behalf of the Trading Privilege Holder pursuant to Rule 415. Both the parties to and Authorized Reporters for an Exchange of Contract for Related Position transaction are obligated to comply with the requirements set forth in Rule 414, and any of these parties or Authorized Reporters may be held responsible by the Exchange for noncompliance with those requirements.

(j) Each party to an Exchange of Contract for Related Position transaction is obligated to have an Authorized Reporter notify the Exchange of the terms of the transaction after the transaction is agreed upon. This notification must be made in accordance with paragraph (l) below within a Permissible Reporting Period by no later than the Reporting Deadline. All Exchange of Contract for Related Position transactions will be submitted for clearing on the Business Day during which the transaction is fully reported to the Exchange.

(k) – (q) No change.

415. Block Trades

(a) – (b) No change.

(c) The timing of a Block Trade must satisfy all of the following three requirements:

(i) The agreement to a Block Trade in a Contract may only occur during the Trading Hours, or a queuing period not in connection with a trading halt for that Contract, when that Contract is not halted or suspended (“Permissible Agreement Period”). For purposes of this Rule 415:

(A) Trading Hours or a queuing period for a TAS Block Trade that is permitted by the rules governing the applicable Contract shall be deemed to include the time periods during which TAS transactions may be executed or TAS Orders may be entered in that Contract (and not any other time periods).

(B) Agreement to a Block Trade includes, without limitation, agreement to the quantity and actual price or premium of the Block Trade (except in the case of a TAS Block Trade that is permitted by the rules governing the applicable Contract, in which case agreement to the transaction includes, without limitation, agreement upon the quantity of the Block Trade and whether the price or premium of the Block Trade will be the daily settlement price or an agreed upon differential above or below the daily settlement price).

(ii) Unless otherwise specified in the rules governing the relevant Contract, a Block Trade must be fully reported to the Exchange without delay and by no later than ten minutes after the transaction is agreed upon (“Reporting Deadline”). The Reporting Deadline is measured from the time the transaction is agreed upon to the time that the full report of the transaction is received by the
CFE System matching engine.

(iii) A Block Trade in a Contract must be fully reported to the Exchange during the Trading Hours, or a queuing period, for that Contract, when that Contract is not suspended (“Permissible Reporting Period”).

Accordingly, in order to satisfy the requirements of this paragraph (c), the time periods in which a Block Trade may occur are limited to those time periods in which:

(i) the transaction is agreed to within a Permissible Agreement Period; and

(ii) the transaction is able to be fully reported to the Exchange within a Permissible Reporting Period by no later than the Reporting Deadline.

Block Trades in an expiring Contract on the last trading day for that Contract may not be agreed to or reported to the Exchange after the termination of Trading Hours in the expiring Contract on that trading day.

As an example of the application of the ten minute Reporting Deadline and the Permissible Reporting Period: A Block Trade involving a VX future (other than an expiring VX future on its last trading day) that is agreed upon after 3:50 p.m. and before 4:00 p.m. Monday – Friday (during the extended trading hours for VX futures that end at 4:00 p.m.) must be fully reported to the Exchange by 4:00 p.m. of the calendar day of the transaction even though this provides less than ten minutes to fully report the transaction. All times referenced in this example are Chicago time.

(d) – (e) No change.

(f) Each Trading Privilege Holder executing a Block Trade must have at least one designated individual that is [either a Trading Privilege Holder or a Related Party of a Trading Privilege Holder and is] pre-authorized by a Clearing Member to report Block Trades on behalf of the Trading Privilege Holder (“Authorized Reporter”). To the extent required by Applicable Law, an Authorized Reporter must be registered or otherwise permitted by the appropriate regulatory body or bodies to act in the capacity of an Authorized Reporter and to conduct related activities. Only an Authorized Reporter of a Trading Privilege Holder will be allowed to report a Block Trade on behalf of that Trading Privilege Holder. A Clearing Member that authorizes an Authorized Reporter to report Block Trades on behalf of a Trading Privilege Holder accepts responsibility for all such transactions reported to the Exchange by that Authorized Reporter on behalf of the Trading Privilege Holder. Any designation of an Authorized Reporter or revocation of a previous designation of an Authorized Reporter, including any termination of the guarantee provided for in the preceding sentence, must be made in a form and manner prescribed by the Exchange and shall become effective as soon as the Exchange is able to process the designation or revocation. If a Clearing Member authorizes an Authorized Reporter to report Block Trades on behalf of a Trading Privilege Holder, the Clearing Member must also authorize the Authorized Reporter to report Exchange of Contract for Related Position transactions on behalf of the Trading Privilege Holder pursuant to Rule
414. Both the parties to and Authorized Reporters for a Block Trade are obligated to comply with the requirements set forth in Rule 415, and any of these parties or Authorized Reporters may be held responsible by the Exchange for noncompliance with those requirements.

(g) Each party to a Block Trade is obligated to have an Authorized Reporter notify the Exchange of the terms of the Block Trade after the transaction is agreed upon. This notification must be made in accordance with paragraph (i) below within a Permissible Reporting Period by no later than the Reporting Deadline. All Block Trades will be submitted for clearing on the Business Day during which the transaction is fully reported to the Exchange.

(h) – (r) No change.

* * * * *

714. Imposition of Fines for Minor Rule Violations

(a) – (e) No change.

(f) The following is a list of the rule violations subject to, and the applicable fines that may be imposed by the Exchange pursuant, this Rule 714:

(i) – (ix) No change.

(x) Failure to Comply with Exchange of Contract for Related Position Transaction Reporting Requirements. (Rules 414(j), 414(k) and 414(l))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Cumulative Violations in Any Twelve (12) Month Rolling Period</th>
<th>Fine Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Offense.</td>
<td>Letter of Caution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Offense.</td>
<td>$7,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Offense.</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsequent Offenses.</td>
<td>Referral to Business Conduct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Committee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(xi) – (xiii) No change.

(xiv) Failure to Comply with Block Trade Reporting Requirements. (Rules 415(g), 415(h) and 415(i))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Cumulative Violations in Any Twelve (12) Month Rolling Period</th>
<th>Fine Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Offense.</td>
<td>Letter of Caution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Offense.</td>
<td>$7,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Offense.</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsequent Offenses.</td>
<td>Referral to Business Conduct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Committee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(xv) – (xvii) No change.

****